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System Overview
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Wialon: the ultimate solution for intelligent
GPS tracking and fleet management

Companies in 130+ countries choose Wialon to track 1,400,000 units worldwide. You
can instantly start using the system with almost any type of AVL hardware, personal,
asset, satellite trackers, and various MDVRs. The universal system goes beyond simple
monitoring and allows you to launch tracking in remote areas with satellite
communication option and benefit from sophisticate video monitoring solutions.
Wialon promotes advanced security, ensures precise location detection
and total visibility into the performance of your assets through real-time
monitoring, powerful analytics, alert and notification system allowing
for early response to any emergencies.
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Wialon: the ultimate solution for intelligent
GPS tracking and fleet management
Scope of application

System capabilities:

Fleet performance analysis

GPS/LBS location detection

Mobile workforce management

Alert and notification system

Driver behavior monitoring

In/out geofence control

Fuel consumption control

Fuel consumption/fillings/thefts reports

Video surveillance

CAN bus data reading

Real-time monitoring

Route optimization/management

Tachography

Flexible report-building tools

Hazardous/FMCG goods
transportation control

Data capture from sensors, counters,
RFID readers, etc.
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Trusted by clients in various
business domains

Fleet
management

Transport
and logistics

Delivery and
field services

Safety and
security

Waste
management

Utilites and
construction

Public
transportation

Personal
tracking

Geofences and notifications: control every aspect of unit
performance in/outside the specified area

Geofences and notifications: control every aspect of unit
performance in/outside the specified area

1.Geofences
Create any number of geofences of various shapes,
colors, and sizes to restrict unit movements, prevent
vehicle thefts, and control its activities within
a specified area.
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Control unit performance
inside or outside
geofences, including
speed limit violations,
sensor value variations,
access to units, etc.

Use geofences as addresses in
reports and tooltips whenever
precise address information is
missing or control route
performance by using geofences
as checkpoints

Benefit from dynamically
updated images,
screenshots, and other
information bound
to geofences

Be notified on any events
taking place within
geofences

Geofences and notifications: control every aspect of unit
performance in/outside the specified area
2.Notifications
Receive e-mail, SMS or pop-up notifications if a certain
event occurs (e.g. violations, alarm button activation,
sensor value variations, connection loss, idling, etc.).
Notifications contain brief information on the event or can
be used to trigger certain processes in the system, for
instance, sending messages to a driver, executing a
command, sending reports by e-mail.
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Tracks and
minimaps: extended
information on units
and routes
Tracks: Create tracks to display unit movements on the map and get
quick access to unit activity data via event markers. Track Player app
makes it easier to simultaneously follow several units on the map,
analyze tracks and timeline events in a handy interface.
Minimaps: Use minimaps to instantly access extended unit information,
current location, speed, and address or follow units with Google
Street View.

Logistics:
the advantageous
order management
service

Control all stages of delivery and field
services operations
Simplify transportation arrangements, optimize transport
processes, and ensure cost-saving operations.

Logistics web-version
Create or import orders with detailed description
Select orders, vehicles and generate routes in a handy interface
Get preliminary routes and data on the estimated arrival time and mileage
Monitor/coordinate delivery with notifications and bidirectional communication

Logistics mobile version
View orders in the list and on the map
Track and evaluate delivery progress
Generate routes using external navigation apps
Assign order statuses, add comments and photos
Turn your smartphone into a tracker
Receive push notifications on orders, routes, and delivery process

Fuel consumption
control: fillings and
thefts detection

With Wialon you can detect any type of fuel misuse and control the
whole cycle of fuel distribution from filling stations and dispensers
to vehicles and machinery.
FLS data: analyse fuel consumption depending on a fuel level in the tank in
different time points. Calculation can be performed with impulse, absolute,
and instant fuel consumption sensors each providing its own benefits.
Fuel consumption by math option: create engine operation and efficiency
sensors for maximum precise calculation depending on season, idling, urban
and suburban cycles or high load.
Proprietary fuel management system allows to detect fuel thefts in the
most complicated cases, including underfillings, card frauds, insufficient
driving, siphoning, and much more.

Nimbus: the new
solution for public
transportation
companies
Nimbus for fleet managers is designed to control vehicles on route. The service
enables route planning and performance control, proper distribution of vehicles
between rides and precise schedule management. The solution also ensures
efficient real-time monitoring and detailed reports on fleet activity.

User-friendly interface

Event-based notifications

Intuitive navigation

Handy timeline for online tracking

Multi-level access rights system

API for third-party systems
integrations to be released soon

Video surveillance: view and analyse
data from MDVRs

Video surveillance: view and analyse
data from MDVRs

Wialon brings together satellite monitoring and video surveillance in one platform
Feature-rich Wialon system, combined with MDVRs functionality, allows you to watch the assets
and the events on the way with your own eyes.
Accurate unbiased video records enable precise incident analysis which in the end leads to reduced accident
rates, increased fuel economy, improved road safety, and enhanced smart insurance practices.

Features
Receive photos and view videos from tracking devices
Generate reports with event time, location, video recordings
Minimize traffic consumption with event-based video monitoring

Perform deeper driver behavior analysis
Bind video streaming to geofences
Quickly assess current traffic situation

Advanced reports: powerful
analytics in Wialon

Advanced reports: powerful
analytics in Wialon
Wialon "Reports" module is used to present information on unit activity in handy tables and charts. The system
allows to create flexible report templates, view reports in a browser, export them to files in various formats,
and send by e-mail.
Report queries
Study reports online, get scheduled and event-based reports
or execute them in one click from the monitoring panel.
Handy data management
Use multi-level grouping, sorting, detalization mode,
interval filtration and time limitations for data display.
Informative charts
Study charts with auto-scaling, zoom, single/multiple
axes view, message points tracing; add backgrounds,
event markers, and different line colors.

Mapping options
Take advantage of a scalable map featuring
event markers, geofences, units, and tracks
with the option to attach it to a report.
Precise information
Enjoy precise addresses, statistics,
and information on 300+
monitoring parameters.

WiaTag: GPS
tracker in your
smartphone

WiaTag is an effective and easy-to-use iOS/Android app turning your device
into a GPS tracker. The application relieves you from costs associated with
hardware acquisition and allows to start effective personal tracking and
workforce management with a single mobile device.

Maximum precise location detection to quickly find and track personnel
Option to track employees outside their vehicles during field operations
Quick sending of photos, locations, and SOS-messages
Smart data collection mode to save battery life and traffic
Preset and custom user modes for quick configuration
Tracing of the latest data and sending of unit current status
Remote configuration from Wialon interface

Wialon mobile
application

Wialon mobile app comprises core functionality of the system in a user-friendly
mobile interface for you to continue GPS tracking outside the office. From
around the world you continue getting real-time data on vehicles and stationary
units with detailed track history available on each

Manage unit list to get relevant information on vehicle movements,
location, ignition state, and data actuality
Map mode to access units, geofences, tracks, and event
markers on the map or detect your own location
Tracking mode to monitor the precise location
and critical parameters of a particular unit
Timeline tool to get the extended data on events
Event-based notifications to receive right in the app
Locator functionality to create links and share unit locations
Sending of core commands from “Units” and “Tracking” tabs

For advanced user experience fast switch to Dashboard app
has been implemented bringing the KPIs of the fleet to your fingertips.

